302 Social interaction

Class here psychological principles of sociology, interpersonal relations, social psychology

Unless other instructions are given, class a subject with aspects in two or more subdivisions of 302 in the number coming last, e.g., social role in social interaction in complex groups 302.35 (not 302.15)

Class social psychology of a specific situation with the situation, e.g., social psychology of ethnic groups 305.8

See also 155.92 for effect of social environment upon individuals; also 158.2 for individual aspects of interpersonal relations

.231 Digital media

Including Internet telephony

Class here social media; digital audio, digital video; sociology of the Internet, sociology of the World Wide Web

For online social networks, see 302.30285

Digital audiovisual media not provided for below relocated to 302.234; Digital media in a specific medium relocated to the medium in 302.23, e.g., online newspapers 302.2322; Electronic publications relocated to 302.232

.231 1 Electronic mail

Class here instant messaging; point-to-point communications

Class e-mail lists in 302.2312; class text messaging in 302.23445

.231 2 Discussion groups

Class here chat groups, electronic bulletin boards, e-mail lists, Internet forums, newsgroups; broadcast communications

Class electronic mail in 302.2311

.231 4 Blogs

.231 5 Wikis

.232 Print media

Class here electronic publications [formerly 302.231]

.234 Motion pictures, radio, television

Class here audiovisual media; podcasts, webcasts, streaming media

For a specific digital audiovisual medium provided for elsewhere, see the medium, e.g., blogs 302.2314

.234 45 Radiotelephony

Including text messaging

Class here mobile telephone systems
.234 5 Television

Including videotelephony, videoconferencing, telepresence

Class here audiovisual media based on wireless communication;
digital television, interactive television

.235 Telephony and telegraphy

Standard subdivisions are added for telephony and telegraphy together,
for telephony alone

Class Internet telephony in 302.231; class mobile telephone systems in
302.23445

For radiotelephony, see 302.23445; for videotelephony, see 302.2345